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Radio Frequency (RF) power in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) is one of the primary 
auxiliary heating techniques for Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak (EAST). The ICRF 
system for the EAST has been developed to support long-pulse, high-P，advanced tokamak fusion physics 
experiments. The ICRF system can deliver 12 MW of RF power to the plasma for 1000 seconds through 
two antennas located in B- and I-ports. Each ICRF transmitter with high power up to 1.5MW has been 
successfully tested on a dummy load. The main technical features of the ICRF system is described.
Two simulation codes, TORIC (a full wave solver) and SSFPQL (the quasilinear Fokker-Planck solver), are 
combined to simulate the ICRF heating in the EAST 2D magnetic configuration. The fast wave propagation 
and absorption characteristics, power partitions among the plasma species and the RF driven energetic tails 

have been analyzed.

1.Introduction
EAST is a fully superconducting tokamak (R =1.75m, a = 0.4m, Bt = 3.5T, pulse length <=1000 sec) 
being commissioned at ASIPP. Since the first plasma in 2006, much significant progress has been achieved 
[1-3]. Radio frequency (RF) power in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies will be one of the primary 
auxiliary heating techniques for EAST. With the frequency range of 25 to 70 MHz, it provides heating for 

the plasmas, centrally peaked current drive, and off-axis current drive using mode-conversion for various 
operating scenarios over a range of magnetic fields. Two different antenna designs have been produced and 

fabricated for the ICRF heating experiments. The main technical feature of this R.F system is described in 
the Section 2. The optimization of the ICRF heating at 2.3T is considered by changing the resonance 

locations in the section 3.

2・ The main technical feature of ICRF Systems on EAST
In order to satisfy the requirements of heating in EAST, A 12.0MW ICRF system with long pulse 

operation at megawatt levels in a frequency range of 25 to 70 MHz has been designed. The RF transmitters 
were tested in a matched dummy load where a RF output power of 1.5 MW was achieved. The design features 

for ICRF heating system is shown in table 1•
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Table 1 the design feature of ICRH system

RF output power 12.0 MW

Frequency range 25-70MHz

Operation mode Continue Wave

Transmission line 9 inch coaxial transmission line

Matching system triple liquid stub tuners

Antenna A two-straps antenna and a four straps antenna

The ICRF heating system is including RF transmitter [4-6], transmission line, matching system [7]，feed 
through [8]，antenna [9-11]，antenna loading measurement unit, and data acquisition unit, high voltage power 
supply system, phase shifter, and DC breaker. Each unit is designed for continue wave (CW) operation. Fig. 
1 is shows the view of the 12.0MW ICRF heating system.

Figure 1 View of 12.0 ICRH system In EAST ICRF hall

2.1 RF Power Amplifier
There are eight RF transmitter in the ICRF system. A block diagram of ICRF system with four RF 

transmitter is shown in Fig. 2. The RF transmitter units are shown in the section enclosed by the dotted black 
line. A transmitter setup includes the amplitude and frequency control and monitor unit, a RF power amplifier 

chain, direct current (DC) high voltage power supply (HVPS) [12-13] and cooling system. All the stages of 
ICRF heating system have intense cooling and can be running in continue wave (CW) mode.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the ICRF system on EAST
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Each RF power amplifier chain consists of low power stage and high power stage. The high power part 
includes a three-stage RF power amplifier chain, i.e. 5 kW-stage broadband solid state amplifier (SSA),100 
kW-stage tetrode drive power amplifier (DPA) and 1.5 MW-stage tetrode final power amplifier (FPA), 

tunable from 25 MHz to 70 MHz. The powerful tetrodes (TH535, TH525) are used for DPA and FPA.
Transmitter tests were conducted with a matched dummy load over a frequency range from 24 MHz to 

70 MHz in steps of 1 MHz. Fig. 3 shows the test results of three transmitters. An averaged maximum RF 
output power of 1.5 MW was achieved in a frequency range of 25 MHz - 65 MHz with an efficiency varying 

from 60 to 70 percent.
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Figure. 3 High power tests of the Rf transmitter over the frequency range from 24 MHz to 70 MHz. The 
averaged RF output power of 1.5 MW was achieved with an efficiency of about 60 〜70 percent in the

frequency range of 25〜65 MHz

2.2 The transmission line and RF matching system
To satisfy high power transfer from the transmitter to the antenna, the transmission line size is 9 inch, 

as shown in Fig 4. Its outer conductor diameter is 230 mm, and inner conductor diameter is 100 mm. The 
characteristic impedance is 50Q. Between inner and outer conductor, the dry nitrogen gas is filled at the 
pressure of 3 atm. To satisfy the CW operation, the inner and the outer conductor must be cooled by the pure 
water. A DC breaker [14] has been used to isolate the grounds between RF transmitter and the antenna.

Figure 4 View of the transmission lines: (A) in the ICRH Hall; (B-D) in the EAST Hall

There are eight set of triple liquid stub tuners for EAST 12.0MW ICRF heating system. The stub tuner
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is a short-circuited coaxial transmission line with a changeable length. Because the metal contact finger of 
conventional stub tuner is seriously damaged sometimes, we develop a liquid stub tuner for EAST [7]. It 
utilizes the difference of radio frequency wavelengths in gas and in liquid due to the different relative 
dielectric constants. The liquid (i.e. oil silicon) is filled between inner conductor and outer conductor. By 

using a pump to control the liquid level, the parameters of this matching system can be changed. Since there 
is no mechanically moving parts, it works more reliable.

2.3 ICRF Antenna systems
There are two ports for ICRF in EAST, as shown in figure 8. Phase between the straps is controlled in 

the low power parts of the RF system. For long pulse operation, the antennas have many cooling channels 

inside the current strap, cavity wall, the faraday screen and vacuum transmission line. In order to adjust the 
coupling of the antenna to plasma, the antenna can be moved a little in radial direction. The current straps 
located 10mm from the back surface of the Faraday screen. The front surface of the faraday screen is located 
5mm from the limiter. The material of the strap is stainless steel 316し.Their edge is rounded to reduce the 
electric field strength around the current strap. The faraday screen is designed as water cooled and single 
layered tube. The material of the tube is also stainless steel 316L. The faraday screen of the antenna has be 
coated by B4C to reduce the impurity radiation during the high power ICRF heating.

The ICRF antenna at B port is grounded at the center and have a coaxial feed line connected to each end 
of the current strap, as shown in Fig.5 (right). The ICRF antenna at I-port have four current straps. The 
antenna are folded, end grounded with a central current feed, as shown in Fig.5 (left). Four 1.5MW RF 
transmitter is attached to each antenna. Phase between the straps is controlled in the low power parts of the 
RF system.

Figure 5 The ICRF antenna systems: Four-strap antenna at l-port(left), Two-strap antenna at B- 

port(right).

3. Optimization study of ICRF Hydrogen minority heating in a Deuterium plasma
Two simulation codes, TORIC (a full wave solver) [15] and SSFPQL (the quasilinear Fokker-Planck 

solver) [16], are combined to simulate the ICRF heating in the EAST 2D magnetic configuration. The 
combined code is applied to the ICRF minority heating of hydrogen in a deuterium plasma with the minority 
concentration of X[H] up to 10%. The fast wave propagation and absorption characteristics, power partitions 
among the plasma species and the RF driven energetic tails have been analyzed. ICRH minority heating of 
hydrogen in a deuterium plasma are evaluated with the combined code and optimized for reaching the 
enhanced minority ion absorption, which could be used to achieve dominant electrons heating in EAST D
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plasmas. Our results confirms that D (H) minority heating could be effective for such high H minority 

concentrations as〜10% being beneficial for lowering the minority tail energy and increasing thermal ions 
heating. Quasi-linear calculation shows that H minority tails mainly heat bulk electrons. Meanwhile, the 
power transferred to bulk electrons decreases while increasing the H concentration. Contrarily, increasing the 
coupling power increases the power partition among bulk electrons.
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Figure 6. The effect of the hydrogen concentration: The energy of minority tails is mainly transferred 
collisional to bulk electrons

4・ Summary
In conclusion, a I2.0MW ICRF heating system at 25-70 MHz has been successfully commissioned at full 
power on water dummy load. An averaged maximum RF output power of 1.5 MW was achieved in a 
frequency range of 25 MHz - 65 MHz with an efficiency varying from 60 to 70 percent. The ICRF system 
will deliver more than 10.0 MW of RF power to the plasma for long pulse length up to 1000 sec. Detailed 
simulations have been performed in order to assess the validity of the hydrogen Minority heating scheme 
(D(H)) to heat EAST plasmas at central magnetic field Bo〜2.3T. As expected, the simulations results shows 
that the H minority heating scenario should give rise to significantly better electron heating.
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